
A BOOK REVIEW ON CATS CRADLE BY KURT VONNEGUT

Cat's Cradle book. Read reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Told with deadpan humour and bitter
irony, Kurt Vonnegut's cult tal.

Well, what are you waiting for? At the ceremony, a military plane explodes and hits the castle, causing part to
crumble and "Papa's" body to be thrown into the sea. John later says Mona's breasts are like pomegranates. I
see how this may turn certain people off, for me it only added to the charm and the mystery of this novel. The
ambassador's wife, who writes book indexes as a career, claims she can tell a person's character by reading an
index he or she has written. As the two of them try discreetly to dispose of the President's frozen corpse, the
narrator realizes how extensive the spread and acquisition of Ice-9 has become. Hoenniker, "Father of the
A-Bomb," whom his son Little Newt says was playing cat's cradle when the bomb dropped people weren't his
specialty. With his characteristically pure-science approach "Why doesn't someone do something about mud?
Frank later admits that while working at a hobby shop, he was having sex with the owner's wife. So, what is
the connection between the two themes? In an essay ghost-written for publicity, Frank reports having washed
up on the shores of San Lorenzo after having lifted his eyes to the Maker and asking His will to be done. To
view it, click here. And, sure enough, it gets used completely by accident. He writes to the doctor's youngest
son, Newt, whom he later learns is an artist, a pre-med flunkee and a small person. I love the author's voice
that clearly projects itself, a natural misandry and dead pan humour combine with a unique intelligence and no
nonsense approach, I highly recommend that you read this book at least once. Later, John learns a Bokononist
passage that shows God creating man out of mud. Philosophy, religion, and science play major roles in the
book. Ripper in Doctor Strangelove, the obvious movie parallel to this book, but I find him somehow less
convincing than the series of deranged, helplessly incompetent people in Cat's Cradle. John decides to wait
until it is completed to tell the others that "Papa" is dead and that he is taking over. His three damaged children
get hold of the secret, and exploit it for their own petty ends. After ice-nine kills nearly everyone, John and
Newt discuss whether either has any sexual urges left. One character sings the praises of Jesus, only to admit
later it was just something to say because people must say something to keep their voice boxes in working
order. Bokonon himself warns in the front of his book that people shouldn't read it since none of it is true. A
book's inclusion does not constitute an endorsement by Focus on the Family.


